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AGM 2020
Grow Hamilton Report

The Grow Hamilton Committee’s core mission is to attract and welcome newcomers to the Hamilton Jewish community. 

Since the last Federation AGM, The Grow Hamilton Committee has been contacted by 25 Jewish families who were con-
sidering a move to Hamilton or had recently arrived. Out of those 25, 18 requested and were assigned volunteers from
our committee to help answer any questions they had and/or help them get connected in our Jewish community, and 15
have either settled here in the community or are due to arrive in the next several months. Of the remaining families,
several are still working through immigration applications, which can take over a year to process, one family ended up
moving to Oakville instead, one family have put their moving plans on hold due to COVID, and several are still considering
their options. 

Our newcomers are arriving from other cities in Canada, as well as from the U.S., Brazil, France, South Africa, and Israel.
They range from single young business people to families with young children to retired couples. 

Our “Welcome to Jewish Hamilton” web page contains a wealth of information about how to find housing, employment,
shuls, schools, social networking opportunities and business connections and incentives in the Hamilton Jewish commu-
nity, and more. Many of our newcomers have told us they found this webpage while doing their own independent internet
search for vibrant Jewish communities in Canada. 

Our dedicated committee members have offered the following services: picking up newcomers when they first arrive at
the airport, delivering a meal or basic groceries on the day of their arrival, hosting them for a Shabbat meal, accompany
them to Jewish community events, connecting them with real estate agents, introducing them to others in the community,
and answering any questions the newcomers have about our city and Jewish community. 

We held a very successful and well-attended welcome BBQ for newcomers last summer, hosted by the Loewith Family
at their farm, and an equally successful Chanukah Party for newcomers at J Hamilton. 

We have had meetings with Filomena Tassi, our local Member of Parliament, and with the Immigrants Working Centre,
to create community partnerships that will assist us in our work of attracting and welcoming newcomers to the Jewish
community. 

Our Committee now includes Dina Honig who is an immigration specialist and can help potential newcomers to navigate
the immigration process. 

Laura Wolfson, Chair


